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China is contributing increasingly to the security of the global 

maritime commons as a major maritime strategic stakeholder. It has 

done so by participating in such efforts to secure maritime commerce as 

the Container Security Initiative (CSI), by supporting Southeast A~ian 

nations in their efforts to fight piracy, and by playing a valuable and 

growing role in counter-piracy operations in the Gulf of Aden. China's 

contributions in these areas are rightly receiving approbation from the 

international community. While events in areas closer to China's shores, 

particularly in East Asia, may impact Beijing's interests most. directly, 

its growing economic and resource interests and international position 

necessitate necessitate increasingly more distant presence. This may 

create new opportunities for cooperation in such areas as the Gulf of 

Aden: separated from their nations' respective maritime claims by 

significant distance, the maritime forces of the Asia-Pacific, including 

those of the U. S. and China, may find a "safe strategic space" for new 

forms of maritime partnership. Further contributions to collective sealane 

security can help to reassure other nations that China's rise will be both 

peaceful and b~neficial to the world. 

For the first time in its modern history, China has deployed naval 

forces operationally (as opposed to representation ally ) beyond its 
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immediate maritime periphery to protect merchant vessels from pirates in 

the Gulf of Aden. Since 26 December 2008) the PLAN has dispatched 

twe]ve ships in five task forces to the Gulf of Aden. As of 20 March 

2010, PLAN forces have escorted 1 768 ships in 179 convoys. Sixteen 

PLAN operations have rescued 10 Chinese and 13 foreign-flagged 

vessels from pursuit by pirates. 1 As of 25 December 2009, 3 300 PLAN 

personnel had participated and 405 foreign vessels had" been escorted. 2 

The PLAN's escort missions in the Gulf of Aden havS! made the area 

safer from Somali piracy. thus benefitting both the international system 

and Chinese trade and energy interests. What explains this 

unprecedented instance of long-distance, sustained operations? 

Motivations 

Growing SLOe Security Imperatives 
China's leadership has identified the security of China's seaborne 

imports and exports as critical to the nation's overall development, and 

hence a vital and growing mission for the PLA( N). The last two of the 

four "new historic missions" with which Pres~dent Hu Jintao charged the 

PLA in 2004 reflect new emphases, and the fourth is unprecedented; all 

but the frrst may be furthered by naval development3 , provided that the 

operation is UN-led, multilateral, and targeted at nontraditional threats. 

In an attempt to transform President Hu' s general guidance into more 

specific policy 1 articles in state and military media have argued that to 

safeguard China's economic growth, the PLA must go beyond its 

previous mission of safeguarding national .. survival interests". 4 to 

protecting national "development interests". High level PLAN officers 

are now conducting sophisticated analysis of the "non-war military 

operations" needed to promote these interests. 5 

This guidance and policy implementation is infoIIl1ed by clear 

economic realities-themselves of particular importance for a leadership 

that is deteIIl1ined to maintain roughly 8% growth of an economy that 

remains reliant on extremely high levels of resource imports and 

manufactured goods exports. China depends on maritime transportation 

for 90% of its imports and exports. By some metrics, China has more 
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seafarers, deep sea fleets, and ocean fishing vessels than any other 

nation. 6 As of 2006, maritime industries accounted for $ 270 billion in 

economic output( nearly 10 percent of GOP). 7 Already at least tied with 

South Korea for status as the world's largest shipbuilder, China aims to 

become the largest by 2015. 8 Chinese oil demand, growing rapidly, has 

reached 8. 5 million barrels per day ( mbtd) even amid the global 

recession. 9 China became' a net oil importer in 1993, and will likely 

become a net gasoline importer by the end of 2009. While still a very 

significant oil producer, China now imports half of its crude oil, with 

4.6 mbpd in imports as of July 2009. Seaborne imports, which even 

ambitious overland pipeline projects lack the capacity to reduce, 

constitute more than 80 percent of this total. At present, therefore, 40% 

of China's oil comes by sea. 

Why Beijing Had to Act 

Security of the sea lines of communication ( SLOC) around the Hom 

of Africa is especially critical to major Chinese economic interests. China 

imports 16% of its overall energy( including 1/3 of its oil), as well as 

numerous strategic resources critical to manufacturing, from Africa. 

China is the EU's second largest trading partner, the EU China's 

largest, and much of their trade transits the Red Sea and Indian Ocean 

via container ship. Forty percent of the vessels transiting the Indian 

Ocean are Chinese. 10 Some of China's 2 000 distant water fishing 

vessels, subsidized by Beijing, balance East Asia's dwindling fish stocks 

by exploiting the more numerous ones off the Horn of Mrica. 11 

Perhaps nothing exemplified this vulnerability and Beijing's inability 

to address it more directly than two incidents at the end of 2008. 12 On 

14 November Somali pirates captured the fishing boat Tianyu 8 and held 

its twenty-four member crew captive for three months.)3 On 17 

December, nine me!! attempted to pirate the tanker ZlLenhua 4, using 

makeshift rocket-launchers and AK-47 assault rifles, An otherwise 

defenseless crew unnerved the pirates with improvised Molotov 

cocktails, but it was a Malaysian military helicopter that compelled the 

attackers to retreat. 14 All told, a fifth of the 1 265 Chinese -owned, -

cargoed, or -crewed Chinese ships transiting Somali waters in 2008 
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U faced piracy," and seven were attacked. 15 This was part of a growing 

international problem that showed no sign of abating: of the 100 
attempted piracies in 2008, 40 were successful, including the capture 

and detention of the VLCC Sirius Star. 16 

Official Explanations. China's government portrayed its decision to 

deploy naval vessels as a responsible solution to an unexpected but 

tangible chaUenge to its sovereignty, security, and commerce. 17" Piracy 

has become a se~ous threat' to shipping, trade and safety on the seas, " 

Foreign Ministry spokesman Liu Jianchao explained. "That's why we 

decided to send naval ships to crack down ... IB This was part of a 

careful1y-orchestrated campaign. Various Chinese strategists floated 

• trial balloons' in the media in mid-December, giving the government a 

chance to gauge possible international reactions. 19 And, as part of a 

larger effort to increase foreign perceptions of Chinese transparency, the 

Ministry of National Defense Infonnation Office ( MNDIO) , conceived 

in late 2007 and active from January 8, 2008, plays new role both 'at 

home and abroad' in interlacing with the outside world and 

consolidating public consensus. 20 

On December 17 , 2008, MNDIO office director and chief spokesman 

Senior Col. Hu Changming "told the Financial Times that China would 

likely deploy warships to the Gulf of Aden." On December 20, he 

stated officially that three vessels would depart in a week's time. Then, 

on December 23, Senior Colonel Huang Xueping, MND Secondary 

Spokesman and MNDIO Deputy Director then convened a news 

conference at MNDIO's News Release Office. 21 There he and two other 

PLA representatives stressed that the primary goal of the mission-to 

safeguard Chinese shipping-represented neither a shift in non
interventionist foreign policy nor a commitment to further blue-water 

operations. China wants to protect ships of international organizations 

such as the UN World Food Program that are carrying humanitarian 
supplies to Somalia. This allows China to shift from being the only 

pennanent member of the UNSC not to have contributed to international 

mantime security operations toward becoming a responsible power that 

makes all types of contributions. 22 Of course, as repeated Chinese 

statements underscore, the central purpose of the mission is to escort 

Chinese ships. As criminal law researcher Huang Li, who has published 
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one of the few Chinese books available thus far on the deployment, 

emphasizes, "sending warships on an escort mission is one's own 

business, as the country which joins the escort operation is the boss of its 
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own. This is a transition of status from the employee to the boss. H 23 

Unofficial Explanations. The above rationales are accurate, but 

incomplete (in the author's view). First, all easier options had been 

exhausted. Second, Beijing was under mounting popular pressure to 

act. Third, deploying naval vesse,ls offered a politicaUy·safe opportunity 

to do what many decision-makers likely regarded as a logical next step 

in China's military development. 

The heart of the matter was lack of further options to solve the piracy 

problem indirectly. According to Huang Li, "It took nearly a whole 

year to find a solution to this problem. ,,24 Unable to afford high private 

security fees, Chinese ships had started to detour around the Cape of 

Good Hope, raising shipping rates and risking the loss of market share jf 

Chinese merchant ships broke contracts. 25 This, in turn, risked putting 

China's government in a difficult position. Preoccupied with the May 

12, 2008 Wenchu.an Earthquake and the August 2008 Olympics26 , 

Beijing tried a variety of alternatives to muddle through, but none 

proved effective; hence its pursuit of what might be termed a sovereign 

approach under a multilateral aegis. 

China's three decades of involvement in international organizations 

and a decade of increased military spending present both opportunities 

and challenges: they offer more options for safeguarding Chinese 

interests, but raise expectations among .the public at home, and policy 

makers abroad. China's'leadersrup was undoubtedly concerned about the 

opinions of citizens, some of whom expressed in Internet po stings 

increasing frustration at the inability to protect Chinese shipping. 27 

Reportedly, in mid-October, the PLAN" launched a feasi bility study of 

an operation • to send troops to Somalia ,on an escort mission, ' " and in 

mid-November, the PLA General Staff Dep~ment initiated a related 

study: 28 Unusually rapid and effective inter-agency coordination 

between China's Ministry of Transportation, Ministry of Foreign 

Mfairs, and Navy (following an initial meeting between the first two in 

mid-October 2008) succeeded in laying the groundwork for the counter

piracy deployment; these agencies and the Ministry of Commerce 



reportedly held a joint symposium on 2 December. 29 Meanwhile, on 

November 15, 261 students of four PLAN academies aboard training 

vessel Zheng He participated in an anti -piracy exercise in Southeast 

Asia. On December 4, Major General Jin Yinan, director of the 

National Defense University's Institute for Strategic Studies, advocated 
PLAN participation to ,( gain experience" both in .. fighting piracy" and 

.. carrying out ocean-going quasi-combat missions. ,,30 

Although its decision-making process appears to be long term and 

gradual, China's State Council and Central Military Commission likely 

approved the Aden mission in part to exercise the PLAN's growing naval 
capability. It Apart from fighting pirates, another key goal is to register 

the presence of the Chinese navy, n states Senior Capt. Li Jie, a 

prominent expert at the Navy Military Studies Research Institute in 

Beijing. His institute, the PLAN's strategic trunk tank31 , and the PLAN 

more generally, had earlier analyzed relevant maritime legal issues and 

found nothing to prevent such a mission. The relatively limited U. S. 

response to piracy in the Hom of Africa arguably offered China a 

particularly useful strategic opportunity in this regard. As Huang Li put 

it, "to achieve 'peaceful' entry into the Indian Ocean, we need [ed] a 

legitimate cause so that other people could not criticize [us]. ,,32 

Platform Capabilities 

On December 26, 2008, China deployed two South Sea Fleet 

destroyers-Wuhan(DDG-169 052B Luyang- I ) and Haikou(DDG-171 

052C Luyang-ll ) -and the· supply ship Weishanhu (#887 QiandaohuJ 
Fuchi class) 10 000 krn from their homeport in Sanya, Hainan 

Province. Mter about three months, the destroyer Shenzhen and frigate 
Huangshan were dispatched to replace them, while the supply ship 

Weishanhu remained on station. This second escort fleet conducted 

operations for aboUt 112 days before being relieved by a third escort fleet 

composed of the frigates Zhoushan and Xuzhou and another supply ship, 

Qi~ohu. Three months later, frigates Ma'anshan .and Wenzhou 

relieved their predecessors and joined Qiandaohu in the Gulf of Aden. 
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The PLAN chose some of its newest, most advanced ( and 

indigenously constructed) vessels and most distinguished, experienced 

officers and crew to carry out this mission. This suggests that it serious 

about using this opportunity to test some of its foremost systems and gain 

modern seafaring experience. For the fIrst two deployments, the PLAN 

selected vessels from the South Sea Fleet, closest to the theater of 

operations. The next two deployments came from the East Sea Fleet, 

which suggests a broader effort to expose as many units as possible to 

new experiences. 

Rules of Engagement ( ROE) 
Following the careful interagency coordination and PLAN legal 

preparations noted above, Beijing has reaffmned the practical reasons 

for the deployment, and stressed that China has explicit UN 

authorization for its presence in the region. The United Nations 

Convention on the Law of the Sea of 10 December 1982 provides 

specific legal authority for the international effort to fIght piracy outside 

a coastal state's territorial sea. The Security Council, necessarily with 

Beijing's support, has passed four relevant resolutions under Chapter vn 
of the UN Charter( authorizing states to take "all necessary measures" ) : 

1816, 1838, 1846 (on December 2, 2008), and 1851 (on December 

16).33 AffUrned under that umbrella, UNSC resolution 1846 authorizes 

participating states, to engage pirates within the 12 -nautical mile 

territorial waters off the coast of Somalia. 34 

Resolution 1851, passed unanimously by the UNSC, authorizes 

international navies to pursue pirates from the Gulf of Aden to the shores 

of Somalia and-if conditions warrant-to engage in related activities 

." in Somalia" itself. 35 Beijing also voted in favor of Resolution 1816, 

which authorizes members of the international community to "enter the 

territorial waters of Somalia for the purpose of repressing acts of piracy 

and armed robbery at sea. ,,36 But China's government, having obtained 

from Mogadishu's ambassador to China, Ahmed A wil , a specific 

request to participate37 
, emphasized that international assistance "should 

be based on the wishes of the [Somali] Government and be applied only 

to the territorial waters of Somalia. ,,38 To build on this· sense of 

legitimacy with • Chinese characteristics,' Beijing's official media 



constantly publishes appreciation from Somali officials and civilians. 39 

The PLAN itself has pledged a cautious, reactive approach limited to 

defense of its ships and any vessels under their escort. The explicit 

objective is to escort Chinese vessels (and those of other nations on a 

case-by-case basis) and thus deter pirates from attacking them in the 

first place, not to actively search for pirates and engage in combat with 

them. PLAN forces will not even "take the initiative to search for 

captured vessels and personnel at sea and carry out anned rescues. ,,40 

Moreover, according to Senior Colonel Ma Luping, director of the 

navy operational bureau under the headquarters of the General Staff, 

PLAN forces will not "normally" enter another nation's national 

territorial seas (within the internationally recognized 12 nautical-miles 

limit) to chase pirates. 41 At a press· conference accompanying the 

departure of the Chinese destroyer contingent on December 26, 2008, 

the high-ranking lead commander of the first deployment, South Sea 

Fleet Chief of Staff Rear Admiral Du Jingcheng, said the ships would 

"independently conduct escort missi<?ns" and not land on Somali 

shores. 42 According to a senior ~hinese military official: "For us to use 

force is a very complex matter ... it is not just a simple question based 

on an operational requirement. " ... U There are political questions-and 

these are not issues dealt with by military commanders alone. Our 

warships off Somalia are very well aware of this. We are fully prepared 

to use force, but we do not take that step lightly. ,,43 It thus seems clear 

that China wants to avoid using force in another nation's land or 

territorial sea44 in order to avoid setting a precedent that might later be 

used against it. Huang Li emphasizes that, according to Article 107 of 

UNCLOS, "warships, military aircraft, or other aircraft or vessels 

carrying clear markings of service for a government may pursue, attack, 

and detain all pirate ships .... ,,45 However, there have not been any 

signs yet that the PLAN is permitted even to board and inspect 

suspicious ships. 

Beyond basic escort duties, PLAN vessels have pursued two of the 

following three modes of emergency operation: 

(1) On-call support: <l Rapid and flexible actions" that the task force 

takes after receiving a request for support from vessels passing 

through high-risk zones or anticipating pirate attacks. If the 
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PLAN detects a "suspicious vessel, n it will deploy a helicopter 

for surveillance and reconnaissance. Only after that will the 
Chinese ship ( s) approach the vessel in question. 

(2) Pirate deterrence: After· the fleet receives emergency rescue 

signals from vessels under attack but not yet controlled by pirates, 

PLAN platfonns take air and sea deterrence' measures. This 
typically entails helicopter deployment-with potential for 

engagement, at least in theory. It can also involve having a 
PLAN vessel approach the pirates, if available and close enough 
to arrive in time. In the event that pirates are seizing a ship and 
the PLAN vessels are close enough to stop it, the fleet commander 
will give orders based on his evaluation of the situation. 

(3) Vessel rescue: sustained pressure and rescue actions that the fleet 
takes when it receives calls for help or instructions that pirates 

have seized vessels. In the unlikely event that pirates attack the 
PLAN sbips, with their overwhelming firepower-which they 
practice regularly at sea, they will engage in "self-defense. n 

Underscoring this defensive posture to an extreme, Chinese Rear 
Admiral Xiao Xinnian stressed: •• [ If ] our naval vessels are 

ambushed by pirate ships, we will resol~tely fight back to protect 

our own safety. ,,46 

These cautious rules of engagement suggest that Beijing wants to 
support the efforts of the UN, but does not want to have its forces 
subordinate to( or appear subordinate to) those of any other nation; that 

it wishes to avoid political and legal issues associated with engaging 
pirates directly if possible; and that it probably wishes to avoid capturing 
them for fear of the responsibility involved, the lack of viable legal 
options, and the possibility of negative political ramifications 
internationally, particularly in the Muslim world. Huang Li adds that 
killing pirates could lead to harming of crew members and targeting of 

Chinese vessels for revenge, neither of which is currently a problem. 47 

To the extent that Beijing takes risks in any of these areas, it would 
almost certainly be to defend crewmembers of a Chinese vessel in the 
absence of other options. 

Deployment I Operations. and ROE Employment 
The PLAN offers three methods of protection against pirates: U area 



patrol," "accompanying escort," "on-shlp protection. II Area patrol, 

the method least-used (at least as a discrete approach), involves 

monitoring relevant zones. PLAN bas maintained two rendezvous 

points 550 nautical miles apart at 100 nautical miles north of Yemen's 

Socotra Island and 75 nautical miles southwest of Port Aden and seven 

patrol zones along the main shipping route in the sea area east of the 

Gulf of Aden. 48 

Accompanying escort, in which PLAN ships travel next to or near 
groups of commercial vessels, is by far the most-used method. Through 

the China Ship Owners' Association, Beijing now accepts applications 

from ship-owners in mainland China, Hong Kong, Macau, and Taiwan 

for the PLAN to escort their vulnerable ships through the Gulf of 

Aden. 49 Foreign ships may apply on a case-by-case basis. The Ministry 

of Transportation, which is subordinate to the State Council, processes 
the applications, detennines ship-specific requirements, and suggests a 

method of escort to the PLAN. After the PLAN determines the proper 
plan, the MoT then guides the ships to be escorted to the predetermined 

location where they are to meet the relevant PLAN vessel ( s) . so 

China has already escorted a wide variety of Chinese and foreign ships 

in an area west of longitude 57 degrees east and south of . latitude 15 

degrees north. 51 Even in the first deployment, Wuhan and Haikou 

worked around the clock and could escort multiple ships. simultaneously 

in opposite directions. 52 

In response to initial problems with commercial ships not adhering to 
the details of escort procedures during the first month, the PLAN now 
offers pre-scheduled group esco~. Starting after the 2009 Spring 
Festival, escort was offered based on I!larine traffic conditions, as 
determined by PLAN and MoT research. Now this has become 
routinized, like a "train schedule. n Announcements posted on the China 

Ship Owners' Association's website before the 15th of each month 
announce" fixed escort times" (e. g. , weekly) and merchant ships must 

make arrangements accordingly. 53 The .PLAN must be notified a week 

in advance regarding ships which ar~ slower than 10 knots/hour or have 

other special requirements. 54 

The configuration of the escort formation is generally determined by 

the number of merchant ships to be escorted. They are divided into one 
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or two columns, organized to facilitate communication, and separated at 

a standard distance. For single-column escort. the PLAN warship ( s ) 

will maintain similar speed and course from a position outside the 

column. For double-column escort, a single warship wouJd operate on 

the inside, whereas two warships would each take one side. 

Occasionally one ship will be relieved by another coming in the opposite 

direction, as in a "relay race." Escort columns can incorporate more 

than a dozen ships and eX,tend over a dozen km. 

To save fuel and wear and tear on PLAN vessels on routes that are 

less traveled, with ships that travel fast enough to better evade pirates, 

the PLAN relies on embarked special forces and helicopter operations. 

On-ship protection involves stationing special forces personnel on one or 

more vessels in a group of civilian ships. Here the PLAN draws on its 

70-90 highJy trained Marine Corps Special Operations Forces. Building 

on earlier land-based training. during transit to the Gulf of Aden, 

members of a special force unit aboard the warships carry out anti-piracy 

tnrining with a ship-borne helicopter ~ from which they rappel onto the 

deck to simulate landing on hijacked or pirate vessels. The helicopters 

also practice nighttime landing operations at sea, a new area for the 

PLAN. 

The special forces are sufficient to protect at least 7 convoys of 

merchant ships. The typical procedure is to use helicopters to embark 

5-7 special forces on the frrst and last ships of a convoy. With a range 

of up to 2 000 m, their deck-mounted grenade launchers 'enable them to 

destroy pirate boats before the pirates could threaten them. They are also 

equipped with a variety of shorter range weapons, including Type-56 

assault rifles, QBZ-95 automatic rifles, and QBU-88 sniper rifles, as 

well as infrared night-vision equipment. In emergencies, civilian 

crew members may be allowed to use some of the weapons. 55 

Encounters with Pirates 
While the PLAN has sought to minimize contact with pirates during 

all three types of operations, it has encountered, and demonstrably 

deterred them, on multiple occasions. Sixteen PLAN operations have 

rescued 10 Chinese and 13 foreign-flagged vessels from pursuit by 

pirates-it is significant that even more foreign than Chinese ships have 

been saved. by the PLAN. 56 Of all PLAN platfonns, helicopters have 



made the closest and most numerous encounters. On 18 January 2009, 

Tianhe, a vessel owned by China Ocean Shipping Company ( CaSCO) , 

radioed to Wuhan that two speedboats were chasing it and-following 

suspicious communications oreakup-requested immediate assistance. 

Task Group commander Admiral Du Jingcheng ordered the ships to 

assume battle formation, with helicopters readied. Wuhan approached 

the speedboats, chasing them away. The fleet. received a similar distress 

call earlier that. day from a mainland cargo ship, which evaded 

speedboats without needing PLAN assistance. 57 On February 6, 2009, 

seven embarked special operations forces organized crew members of 

Oriental Oil Explorer 1 against an oncoming pirate speedboat, flIed 

three warning shells, and prepared to fight when the speedboat, 

deterred, sped away. 58 On February 24, 2009, lia, a Liberia-flagged 

Italian merchant ship, had to leave a Haikou-escorted formation to repair 

an engine. Almost immediately, in response to two rapidly-approaching 

speedboats ~ it requested help from Haikou. Haikou dispatched a 

helicopter with three special forces and a photographer. The helicopter 

fended off the speedboats by circling and frring two signal flares at each 

of them. 59 A similar procedure, this time using Huangshan as well, was 

used on July 13 to protect Liberian oil tanker A. Elephant and Maltese 

merchant ship Polyhronis. 60 On August 6, Zhoushan "expelled several 

suspected pirate ships and guarded the Chinese merchant. ship Zhenhua 

25. ,,61 A further helicopter deterrent mission on November 12 also 

succeeded, even though pirates had already frred and attempted to board 

casco vessel Fuqiang, injuring two of its crew in the process. 62 

Equipment. Personnel t and Logistics Support 
At-Sea Replenishment. In what might be considered the linchpin of the 

entire mission, the PLAN handled the logistics and supply requirements 

.associated with the counter-piracy deployments through a combination of 
underway replenishment and port visits. 

First Deployment: Three PLAN vessels ( Wuhan63 and Haikou64 

destroyers and the replenishment vessel Weishanhu65 ) , commanded 
by Rear Admiral Du Jingchen and his deputy Rear Admiral Yin 

Dunping66 , departed Sanya on December 26, 2008 and arrived in 
I 

waters off of Somalia on January 6, 2009. On December 30, 
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2008, transiting the Strait of Malacca, Weishanhu performed its 

first at -sea replenishment. 67 Wuhan and Haikou sperit 124 days at 

sea before returning on April 28 but did not make any port visits. 

Weishanhu made two brief replenishment stops at Port Aden, 

Yemen (February 24 and April 25 ) . 

Second Deployment: In April 2009, a destroyer and a frigate 

(Shenz}ten and Huangshan) , under the command of Rear Admiral 

Yao Zhilou, replaced the fust two combatants, They conducted 

separate" rest and replenishment" port visits at Port Salalah, Oman 

between June 21 and July 1 2009. Resupply vessel Weishanhu 

made one more replenis~ent stop at Port Aden on July 23, as wen 
as rotating /. Rest and Repenishment" port visits to Port Salalah, 

Oman between June 21 and July 1. Rotation ensured that 5 groups 

of 54 merchant ships were escorted during this time. This first ever 

shore rest for crew involved with the anti-piracy missions entailed 

group shopping and sightseeing and recreational activities with 

civilians.6B On its way home in August, ShenzJzen conducted a four

day port visit in Kochi t India. The crew visited the Southern Naval 

Command's training facilities and interacted with their Indian 

counterparts. 69 Concurrently, Huangshan and Weishanhu visited 

Karachi, Pakistan on August 5-7 , 2009 to engage in joint exercises 

with Pakistan~s navy simulating a variety of combat situations. 70 The 

task force returned to its home port on August 21. 71 

Third Deployment: Combatants Zhoushan and Xuzftou, along with 
replenishment vessel Qiandaohu, left Zhoushan, Zhejiang Province 
on the morning of July 16, 2009 under ESF deputy commander 

Wang Zhiguo. 72 They relieved the second trio on August 1. 73 All 

three vessels made alternating (j Rest and Replenishment" port visits 

to Port Salalah, Oman mid-August. 74 Like Weishanhu, Qiandaohu 

has significant medical facilities. 75 

Fourth Deployment: On October 30, 2009, missile frigates 
Ma'anshan and Wenzhou left Zhoushan under the command of the 

East Sea Fleet Deputy Chief· of Staff, Qiu Yuanpeng to join 
replenishment vessel Qiandaohu in the Gulf of Aden. The task 
·force has two helicopters and a crew of more than 700, including a 

special forces unit. 76 



The initial destroyer deployment made PLAN lristory in 

numerous ways. It was: 

• The first time multiple naval service arms, including surface 
vessels, seaborne aircraft, and special forces t were organized 

to cross the ocean and execute operational tasks; 

• The first long -term ocean task execution that did not include 
port calls throughout its entire course, breaking records in 

continuous time underway and sailing di.stance of a PLAN 
vessel formation and in flight sorties and flight time of 

seaborne helicopters; 

• The first execution of escort tasks with the navies of multiple 
countries in the same sea area and holding of shipboard 
exchanges and information cooperation; 

• The first sustained, high-intensity organization of logistical 
and equipment support in unfamiliar seas far from coastal 
bases, accumulating comprehensive ocean support experience; 

• The first organization of base-oriented logistical support using 
commercial methods in a foreign port; 

• The first time civilian vessels delivered replenishment materials 
for a distant sea formation; 

• The first all-dimensional examination of multiple replenishment 
methods, including underway, alongside connected t 

helicopter. and small vessel replenishment; 
• The fIrst long-range video transmission of medical 

consultations and humanitarian assistance such as medical care 
for casualties from other vessels conducted on the ocean; 

• In addition to these, this first escort formation set a record of 
61 days for the longest sustained support of a formation at sea, 
without calling at port for replerushment, and also set a record 
for the longest number of days of sustained support of a 

combatant vessel at sea without calling at port. 77 

The most significant sign from the Gulf of Aden mission is that the 
PLAN was able to keep the ships underway and steaming for this length 

of time. 78 Previously, PLAN ships transiting to the AMAN-07 and 
AMAN -09 exercises had refueled in Colombo, Sri Lanka, but China 
had little other experience on which to draw. As of November 2009, 
however, the replenishment vessels have been able to supply food and 
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water as well as ammurutlon on smooth and even somewhat choppy 

seas. Fuel and spare parts are supplied both' in this manner and via port 

cal~s; the latter is true for personnel rotation. 79 

Little infonnation is available on maintenance and repairs, which are 

essential on a taxing mission of this duration. The situation appears to be 

far better than that during the 2002 global circumnavigation, when 

Gennan, technicians had to be flown in to repair imported MTU diesel 

engines on the Type 052 destroyer Qingdao (DDG 113) ; 80 this time, 

the PLAN even helped a civilian vessel fix its own engine problems. 

According to Sf. Col. Xie Dongpei, deputy director of the PLAN 

headquarters general office, vessels deployed for anti -piracy operations 

would go to Karachi, Pakistan for ~ajor repairs if needed. 81 

, Replenishment progress builds on China's developing combined civilian-

military logistics system. 82 Here, China's commercial sector is already a 

tremendous asset. Two of China's top shipping companies, China 

Shipping Development and China Ocean Shipping ( Group) Company 

( CaSCO) , have established several 10gistics-ba5¢ joint operations with 

power and mining companies in China. 83 China Ocean Shipping and 

China Shipping Container Lines have also launched their own logistics 

operations, which support their mainstream shipping ventures. The West 

Asia division of casco Logistics, which has been rated China's biggest 

logistics finn in revenue tenus five years running, has played a major role 

in supporting the current missions. 84 Smaller companies such as Nanjing 

Yuansheng Shipping CO. Ltd. have also been used. 

Coordination with Other Militaries 
From the outset, Beijing has been" ready to exchange infonnation 

and cooperate with the warships of other countries in fighting Somalian 

pirates," according to Ministry of National Defense Information Office 

( MNDIO) deputy spokesman Huang Xueping. 85 Admiral Du 
Jingcheng, commander of the first deployment, said his forces would 
.. not accept the command of other countries or regional organizations. " 

but rather "facilitate exchanges of infonnation with escort naval vessels 

from other countries . .,86 

There has since been gradual increase in communications with vessels 

from the U. S. and ,over 20 other countries and several shipboard 
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exchanges of commanding officers and CTF 151 staff. 87 Email 

exchanges have increased markedly over time, with over 300 exchanged 

with foreign vessels during the first deployment alone. The PLAN uses a 

Yahoo email account and "unclassified chat" on an instant messaging 

system. 88 Methods for sea and air coordination and intelligence sharing 

have been exchanged, with exchange of relevant videos and photos as 

well as best practices on identifying and handling pirate vessels 

discussed. 89 According to a U. S. destroyer commanding offic~r in the 

Gulf of Aden: H [We] talk with the Chinese ~estroyers by VHF radio to 

coordinate search patterns and to exchange information on suspicious . 

ships. [We] also have coordinated Chinese helicopter flight operations 

with the ScanEagle launches and recoveries. The exchanges are 

•• professional, routine and positive .... " gel U. S. and. Chinese ,vessels 

have engaged in leadership exchanges. On 1 November 2009, Rear 

Adm. Scott Sanders, commander, CTF-151, visited his counterpart, 

Rear Adm. Wang Zhiguo aboard ZJzoushan. 91" As a partner in maritime 

security, we have worked - with China on a tactical level in order to 

prevent piracy . .. off the coast of Somalia," Sanders stated. (. Having 

the opportunity to sit down and share views with Adm. Wang was an 

invaluable experience. The cooperation between our nations continues to 

pay big dividends. ,,92 On 19 November, Wang and four other PLAN 

officers reciprocated by visiting Sanders on USS Chosin. 93 

On 10 September 2009, China began its first ever joint global security 

action with Russia on the world stage. All three v~ssels from the 
PLAN's third deployment worked with Russian vessels similarly 
deployed. As part of joint ., Blue Peace Shield 2009" exercises, the two 

navies have conducted •• tests of communications links, simulateq 

missions to identify ships from helicopters, coordinated resupply efforts, 

and live firing of deck guns.,,94 They subsequently conducted joint 

escorts. PLAN vessels have also conducted joint at-sea exercises with 

their counterparts from South Korea. 95 China and the Netherlands have 

also stationed sailor~ aboard each other's ships. 96 

China's fifth task force is now working to cooperate more closely with 

its foreign counterparts. According to Sr. Capt. Zhang Wendan, its 

commander, and deputy chief of staff of the South Sea Fleet, his task 
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force will "expand the fields for cooperation ... actively carry out 

communication, exchange of visits among commanders, joint escort and 
exercise and .,. exchanges and cooperation on intelligence and 

information t organization of escort actions, emergency handling, and 

logistics support ....• J 97 Infonnation exchange and planning will 

include a focus ,on .. countenneasures against the pirate attacks on the 

escorted ships or the escorting warships. ,,98 According to South Sea Aeet 

Political Commissar Chen Yan, all sailors must achieve basic English 
capabilities. .. We even prepared some English menus f with knives and 

forks, to prepare for future visits and exchanges," Chen added. C}) 

Closer Cooperation? 
Despite shared goals, however, China-like India and Russia-for 

some time did not' join any of the multinational counter-piracy 

efforts. 100 Despite extremely positive overtures in SHADE meetings as 

well as other venues and optimistic expectations from EU officials and 

Commodore Tim Lowe, deputy commander, CIF-lSO, China appeared 
to have .. deftly parried appeals . .. to lead" existing crF initiatives. 

One Chinese analyst stated that while China's proposal would reduce 

costs and increase effectiveness, relative gains concerns on the part of 

other nations might well prelude its implementation. 101 Rear Admiral 

Yin Zhuo, Chairman of the Chinese Navy Infonnatization Experts 
Advisory Committee, a senior researcher at the PLAN Equipment 
Research Institute, and a member of the Chinese People' s ~olitical 

Consultative Conference, explained that China lacks formal relations 

with NATO.102 Closer cooperation "would involve the sharing of 

intelligence codes, which is a sensitive military and political issue. ,,103 

There appeared to be some Chine'se concerns that their vessels would be 
subject to scrutiny. Rear Admiral Yang Yi stated that" some secretive 
reconnaissance does take place"; Sr. Captain Li lie of the Naval 
Research Institute added that .. As long as all parties keep their activities 

to a minimum, military powers will not engage in disputes .• J 104 

Despite these concerns, China has since moved to play an active 
leadership role in the SHADE meetings, and participate in cooperative 
operations within SHADE, although it has been a tortuous process, In 

early 2009, CMF and the EU assumed SHADE co-chair duties. In April 



2009. China, Russia, and India came in as independent deployers. 

SHADE adopted a rotating chair with permanent CMF and' EU co

chairs. Countries whose navies maintained an enduring presence in the 

IRTC and filled patrolling boxes therein were eligible to chair meetings. 

The EU's participation in this approach was approved in Brussels in 

January 2010. By the end of the month Chinese media confirmed 

China's involvement in the new consensus. 105 

China's potential participation has been hailed almost universally as a 

constructive breakthrough. 106 Capt. Chris Chambers, director of CMF 

operations, described China's potential chairmanship of SHADE as "a 

very positive development. " He added, "There has been major progress 

in communication and co-operation with navies that once didn't really 

speak to each other.... It will open the door for other independent 

nations to come in. ··107 EUNA VFOR operation commander Rear Adm. 

Peter Hudson was similarly positive: H we very much welcome 

[ China's] involvement. tt 108 At the 2 March meeting, all parties agreed 

to the rotating chair position and related changes in terms of reference. 

At present. Chinese vessels escort ships three miles north of the IRTC 

as they await their government's position to join operations there. Their 

commanders operate their vessels well, and cooperate with those of 

other forces through the Mercury chat room. PLAN vessels respond 

regularly to attacks. China has invited U. S. representatives to Beijing, 

has agreed to escort UN World Food Progr~ shipping. is attempting to 

establish greater presence in the Gulf of Aden region. China is poised to 

lean further forward, possibly to include chairing SHADE meetings on a 

rotating basis, escorting vessels formally with the IRTC, and even 

requesting refueling from U. S. ships. 

As this paper was being completed, remaining uncertainties included 
whether Beijing will indeed be willing to assume IRTC coordination 

duty, and to what extent it will give authority to the PLAN .task force 

commander. 109 At present. Chinese vessels escorting ships travel near 

the IRTC and keep in contact with participa~ng forces. but have not 
participated directly themse]ves. IRTC duty appears to be politically 

acceptable to Beijing, which could retain authority to approve the 

PLAN's participation in desired patrol blocs. At least one source states 

that China may assume leadership by mid-2010. no 
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Responses to the mission both "at home and abroad" appear to have 
exceeded the expectations of China's leadership and analysts. Surveying 

relevant academic and media sources, as well as interviews with Chinese 

interlocutors, suggests that foreign responses to the missions were far 

more encouraging than many expected. One Chinese source does see a 
"China threat theory," and questions the need for warships to address 

the piracy issue. III But the vast majority of assessments are far more 

positive. Furlan University Scholar Shen Dingli states that "China's 
'harmonious diplomacy' has been well received by countries in the 

region. ,,1l2 According to a mainland-owned Hong Kong newspaper, 

,. the current expedition by Chinese naval vessels to Somalia has not 

stoked the 'China tiueat theory' in the West; quite the contrary, China 

is being seen as a • responsible global player. t" 113 

The Chinese public has expressed great pride in the missions' success. 

PLA analysts have seized on this precedent to call for relevance to other 

inilitary operations. Many suggest that such missions should increase in 
the future and that therefore better platform capabilities, and even 
improved access to overseas port facilities, are needed. Major General 
Peng Guangqian (Ret. ) states that deploying to Somalia will teach the 

PLAN how to inter-operate with other navies. 114 Major General Zhang 
Zhaoyin, deputy group army commander, Chengdu Military Region, 
argues that the PLA should use missions other than war to increase war 

fighting capabilities. llS 

.coD<,iuslon ~ _ ;ThelBig ~Picture 

The dramatic rise of piracy in the waters off of Somalia in 2008, 
combined with United Nations Security Council resolutions designed to 
empower other nations to fight that piracy, have presented China with an 
historic opportunity to deploy a naval force to the Gulf of Aden. China's 
If>aders approved the Gulf of Aden deployment to protect Chinese ships, 



which were being attacked and sometimes captured by pirates, under the 

aegis of furthering international security. This does not necessarily 

signify a change in Beijing's sensitive approach to national sovereignty 

issues: four UN resolutions and the Somali Transitional Federal 

Government itself explicitly support these missions. Instead, it 

represents China i s debut as an international maritime stakeholder. and a 

vital training opportunity for its navy. Significant logistics capabilities 

constitute the vital backbone of ~e mission; their largely commercial 

nature suggests dynamism and sustainability that could make future 

efforts in this area both feasible and affordable. ]n sum, the PLAN is 

clearly attaining a new level of blue-water experience; it remains to be 

seen how that knowledge will be spread throughout the service, and to 

what ends Beijing will put the new capabilities that result. 

The PLAN's evolving role in defending China's expanding economic 

interests. as demonstrated in its ongoing Gulf of Aden deployments, has 

broader implications. For now. China seems to be pursuing a two-level 

approach to naval development, with consistent focus on increasingly 

formidable high-end "active defense" let anti-access" capabilities to 

support major combat operations on Chlna's maritime periphery ( e.,g. ,. a 

Taiwan scenario), and relatively low-intensity but gradually growing 

capabilities to influence strategic conditions further afield (e. g. , Indian 

Ocean) in China's favor. 

Some expect Beijing to pursue a more ambitious approach. One 

American scholar believes that .. the main disadvantage from 

Washington's perspective could be that, should Chinese leaders consider 

the Somali mission a success. they would likely prove more willing to 

promote the continued growth of China's maritime power projection 

capability. n 116 Robert Ross envisions Chinese "construction of a power

projection navy centered on an aircraft carrier. it 117 One pre-deployment 

Chlnese analysis advocates just such a redirection of PLAN strategy: 

priorities from a submarine-centric navy to one with aircraft carriers as 

the n centerpiece ... 118 

Internally, such".a shift, would have major internal and international 

implications. Internally, it would mean that the PLAN would likely 

capture a much larger portion of the defense budget, especially as the 

carriers themselves would need a complement of aircraft and a dedicated 
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fleet of escort vessels to be useful in actual combat conditions. Its 
internal clout would be further enhanced by the fact that aircraft carriers 
might rapidly become an important diplomatic instrument for projecting 

Chinese presence and influence in Asia, and perhaps ( eventually) 
globally. 
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By this logic, moving toward a carrier-centric navy could prompt 

other navies in the region and further afield to upgrade their own forces 
in anticipation of China's taking a more assertive stance regarding naval 
power projection. Despite efforts both to channel ,China's maritime 

development in a peaceful direction and to portray it accordingly to the 

rest of the world t history suggests that any major military modernization 
program is likely to antagonize other powers. Internationally. moving 
toward a carrier-centric navy could prompt other regional and global 

navies to upgrade their own forces in anticipation of China's taking a 
more assertive stance regarding naval power projection. 

I foresee a very different trajectory "tor China's navy. While China 

will no doubt build as many as several carriers over the next decade, its 
two-level approach to naval development is likely to persist for some 

time, with parallel implications for American security interests. China's 
military has achieved rapid, potent development by maintaining an 
"active defense" /" anti-access" posture along interior lines and 

exploiting physics-based limitations inherent in the performance 

parameters of U. S. and allied platforms and C4ISR systems. This 

should be of tremendous concern to Washington. But dramatic 
breakthroughs here should in no way be conflated with developments 
further afield: the core elements of this approach cannot easily be 
transferred to distant waters. In perhaps the most graphic example of this 
strategic bifurcation,' the Chinese military, as it develops increasing 
capabilities to target aircraft carriers, is likely becoming acutely aware of 
their vulnerabilities-and hence reluctant to devote more than a modest 
level of resources to their development. 

Just as these limiting factors increasingly threaten U. S.' platforms 
operating in or near China's, maritime periphery, they likewise haunt 
China' s navy as it ventures further afield-a navy that is still far, far 
behind that of the U. S. ,in overall resources and experience. Thus far, 
Chinese decision-makers, having studied carefully the lessons of Soviet 
overstretch, seem unlikely to expend overwhelming national resources to 



fight these realities. Despite their growing concerns abroad, they have 

too many imperatives closer to home that demand ongoing funding and 

focus. Additionally, in two separate articles, one in written in 2007 and 

one in 2009 PLAN commander Adm. Wu Shengli states clearly that the 

PLAN will continue to develop into a force that is smaller in quantity, 

yet greater in quality. In the 2009 article he also states that naval 

modernization must be put within the overall context of national 

modernization as well as the overall context of military modernization. 

This suggests an honest acknowledgement of the reality that resources 

allocated to the PLAN are and will continue'to be finite. 119 

With regard to the Gulf of Aden deployments, the advanced platforms 

and personnel dedicated thereto represent an elite subset of China's 

military. For the first task force, the PLAN embarked some of its best 

helicopters-Ka-28 Helixes from the East Sea Fleet 120 ,and piloted them 

with Senior Colonels with severa] thousand hours of flight experience. 121 

In the U. S. military, by contrast, 26-year-old Lieutenants perform such 

missions on a regular basis. What truly defines the level of a military is 

not training and equipping a small number of elite forces but 

institutionalizing competence across an entire force. Given ongoing 

critical requirements for the PLAN to provide security for Chinese 

interests in the South and East China Seas, it is highly unlikely that a 

PLAN that is smaller in quantity will be able to sustain the sort of robust 

footprint in the Indian Ocean that some Western analysts claim it is 

moving toward. no matter how much greater in quality it may be. 

Chinese participation in long range non-traditional missions on a limited 

basis is thus not something that the U. S. should fear. 

It therefore seems likely that for the foreseeable future China will have 

limited capabilities but significant shared interests with the U. S. and 

other nations in the vast majority of the global maritime commons. In 

fact, the prospects for China to participate further in the global maritime 

regime as a maritime strategic stakeholder look better than ever, now 

that Beijing increasingly has the capabilities to do so substantively. 122 

Of course, China will choose its own course. As Foreign Minister Yang 

Jiechi has emphasized. China U will never shirk from international roles 

that are within our capacity, and will continue to meet our global 

obligations. At the same time, China, as a developing country, will' 
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make more contributions within its capacity to world peace and 

development .... We won't do things that go beyond our strength and 

current level of development. ,,123 

China has significant shared interests with the U. S. and other nations 

in the vast majority of the global maritime commons. Opportunities for 

the U. S. and China to cooperate on the high seas have never been 

greater. On 5-6 December 2007, the U. S. Naval War College's China 

Maritime Studies Institute ( CMSI) held its third annual conference, 

"Defining a Maritime Partnership with China". The conference featured 

seven delegates from China, who represented some of China's leading 

universities in the maritime domain, as well as Rear Adm. Yang Yi. 

American participants included representatives from the U. S. Pacific 

Fleet and other relevant fleet commands, as well as the State Department 

and the Department of Homeland Security. 124 

Despite occasional turbulence in U. S. -China military-to-military 

relations, conference participants reaffirmed that the U. S. and China 

have substantial shared interests that could enable extensive U. S. -China 

maritime security cooperation. The goal of the conference was to foster 

dialogue between Chinese and American experts on potential areas of 

cooperation among the two nations' respective maritime services. 

Attendees agreed that a strong foundation for maritime partnership exists 

in the increasingly robust commercial relationship, but that the military 

side of the partnership lags well behind. 

The conference reached six major conclusions: 

• Economic cooperation provides a durable foundation for enhanced 

partnership between the United States and China on the world's 

oceans, since the health of the global system relies on secure and 

stable sea lanes. 

• Although barriers still exist that prevent a robust U. S. -Chinese 

partnership to maintain security at sea, there has been some 

impressive success in creating new fonns of collaboration in search 

and rescue, as well as in fisheries enforcement. 

• Chi~a' s cautiously positive reaction to the new U. S. Maritime 

Strategy125 suggests possibilities for expanding cooperation in 

HAD R operations, mantIme environmental issues, energy 

security, counterterrorism, and education. More discussions about 



international law authorities will be required in order to find ways to 

cooperate that take into account each countryts perspective. 

• Beijing's growing capabilities and presence on the seas will make 
maritime collaboration and crisis management procedures with. 

Washington both more feasible and more essential. 

• The sensitive Taiwan issue, differences over definitions and 

appropriate prioritization of transparency, and a limited foundation 

of military-to-military trust remain fundamental limiting factors for 

expanded military and maritime cooperation. 

• To enhance maritime cooperation, political leade~ in Washington 
and Beijing must create sufficient political and .institutional space 

for maritime and naval professionals to structure cooperation. They 

must also resist the temptation to use maritime cooperation to 
"score points ,. in the various political controversies that will 

inevitably affect this complex bilateral relationship. Additionally, 

restricting military-to-military contact whenever a political issue 

arises is contrary to long-tenn cooperative efforts. 

New long-range PLAN capabilities offer China unprecedented 

opportunities for participating further in the global maritime regime as a 

great "strategic maritime stakeholder." The United States, m 

accordance with its new maritime strategy, has welcomed China's 

deployment to the Gulf of Aden as an example of cooperation that 
furthers international security under the concept of Global Maritime 

Partnerships. Admiral Timothy Keating, then Commander, U. S. 

Pacific Command, vowed immediately to "work closely" with the 

Chinese task group, and use the event as a potential "springboard for the 

resumption of dialog between People's Liberation Army (PLA) forces 

and the U. S. Pacific Command forces. ,,126 In this sense, the Gulf of 

Aden, with no Chinese territorial claims or EEZ to inflame tensions, 

may offer a (( safe strategic space" for U. S. -Chin·a confidence building 

measures and the development of 4( habits" of maritime cooperation. 127 

Washington's real security challenges in the Asia-Pacific, for now, 

are fostering stability and development while preventing trans-national 

terrorism in southwest Asia; preserving regional peace and stability; 

reassuring U. S. allies; and cooperating with China and other nations 

to restrain North Korea's reckless brinksmanship. Beyond that '. the 
U. S. and China have considerable shared interests in maritime 
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security- and prosperity, In the words of Sun Zi, they are "crossing the 

river in the same boat, and should help each other along the way. n 

There is a lot the two great powers can accomplish together, if both 

sides do their part. 128 
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